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● Lung cancer is the deadliest cancer in the world and the United 
States. Some groups experience extreme health disparities in 
lung cancer mortality, including American Indians/ Alaska 
Natives (AI/ AN). This may be due to the high prevalence of 
smoking commercial tobacco in some AI/ AN.

● Lung cancer survival can be improved by early detection 
through lung cancer screening (LCS) with low-dose chest 
computed tomography (LDCT). 

● LCS eligibility is determined by commercial tobacco smoking 
history and age. Eligible individuals are 50-80 years of age and 
have smoked commercial tobacco for the equivalent of a 
package per day for 20 years (20 “pack-years”) if they are still 
smoking or have quit within 15 years. 

● We hypothesize that a more intensive LCS promotion strategy 
in this AI/AN-serving clinic will result in more individuals who are 
eligible completing LDCT for LCS.

● In a community clinic, we randomized patients 
who might be eligible for LCS to one of two 
screening promotion strategies. 

● 50-80 y/o patients who had reported using 
commercial tobacco were sent a mailed package 
with a letter and a brochure. Half of the 
participants also received a package with 
traditional medicine (sage) and a text message.

● We measured the number of participants who: 1) 
scheduled a clinic visit to discuss LCS, 2) 
received an order for LDCT, and 3) completed 
LDCT.

Out of the 469 patients who were eligible, 40 (9%) 
patients scheduled a clinic visit, 35 (88%) 
completed the visit and only 17 (49%)  completed 
the LDCT exam. There was no difference between 
promotion strategies in exam completion rates.

● Lung Cancer screening may save lives but there are 
still barriers to implementing LCS for AI/AN. 

● Strength: community engaged and culturally tailored 
● Weakness: single site study 
● In the future, we will attempt to overcome the barrier 

of scheduling a visit by designing a community 
screening event.  

 

● Majority of patients who completed visits were eligible 
for LCS and received LDCT order

● Active promotion strategies have limited impact on 
completed exams

● In future studies, implementation strategies should 
focus on improved visit completion and exam 
completion
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